Angelenos Take Center Stage at The First Ever Politicon,
Are Building a Movement To Stop Police Violence
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Los Angeles, C.A. – What is being hailed as the first ever comic-con of politics
and entertainment, Politicon is holding its inaugural convention at the Los Angeles
Convention Center this weekend in the city with the largest, most militarized, and
most violent policing forces in the nation. The lineup includes big names like
Trevor Noah, James Carville, Newt Gingrich, and Ann Coulter – as well as Los
Angeles based human rights activists, formerly incarcerated people, and the
families of loved ones who have been killed by law enforcement.
Los Angeles based organizations including Dignity and Power Now, Black Lives
Matter LA, and the ACLU of Southern California will be joining the Ella Baker
Center for Human Rights in a Politicon event hosted and moderated by Tourè this
Saturday in order to highlight how the families of the victims of police brutality are
the ones leading the charge for change, introduce the key players, and encourage
people to join the fight. This cumulative event also serves as the finale to the
Caravan For Justice, a week-long statewide tour that has been guiding Californians
on how to utilize the ACLU’s Mobile Justice app and rallying together those
affected by state violence to take action.
“The people affected by state violence have always been leading this movement,”
says Director of Health and Wellness Mark-Anthony Johnson of Dignity and
Power Now. “This Saturday we’ll be center stage at Politicon, just as we’ve been
center stage at the Los Angeles County Board of Supervisors and the police
commission for years. We got civilian oversight of the sheriff’s department. We
passed AB 953. We’re getting stronger and we’re not going anywhere.”

For more information, please visit dignityandpowernow.org.
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